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i ABSTR!tCT

Text and drawings guide you step—by—step through
the design and construction of a Twin Leaching Pit.
toilet suited to local physical conditions,
locally available building materials, skills and
financial resources.

The manual covers a range of physlcal conditions
and shows various alternatives. You may use it as
a catalogue and photocopy relevant parts to
compile a more specific manual.

1 reviews briefly the principles and
variables of the TLP toilet to provide an
picture.

Section 2 leads to a design and location of the
toilet room and leaching pits, matching with the
number of users, local physical conditions, and
personal preferences.

Section 3 gives an overview of common building
materials and construction methods. The quantlties
of materials for the proposed design can be
determined by simple calculatlons. An economic
choice can be made by adding local unit prices.

Section ~i explains the
on—site production of pit
lining of the leaching
pipes from the pits to the
construction of the toilet room.

A rotating disk, to hang in the toilet, shows the
nam operat.ion and maintenance procedures of the
TLP toilet. The dates of emptying and switching
can be recorded en the card.

Seotion
design
overall

construction process:
covers, digging and

pits, laying the
toilet room and the
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TWIN LEACIIING PIT TOILETS 1 0VERVIEW

OVERVIEW

You may think that 100 pages is a lot to read to
teli you how to dig 2 pits in the ground. There is
more to the Twin Leaching Pit (TLP) Toilet than
that. The first 8 pages explain exactly what is
involved and offer you the opportunity to become
famuliar with the design principles and variables.

The wide variety of design variables allows you to
tailor the basic design to fit local physical
conditions, the akille at your disposal and the
building materials you can afford.
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TWIN LEACHING PIT TOILETS 2 OVERVIEW

PRINCIPLES OF THE TWIN LEACHING PIT TOILET

The main parts of’ the TWIN LEACHING PIT (TLP)
TOILET are: a pour—flush toilet pan, a waterseal
trap, a switeh box, and two leaching pits.

The exereta are flushed manually from the toilet
pan with only 1—2 liters of’ water. That aziounts to
about 6—10 liters per person daily. A pour—flush
toilet pan requires only a littie water.

From the pan the excreta pass through the
watersea]. trap. The ideal depth of the waterseal
is about 2 cm. It preventa odours escaping from
the pit via the toilet pan and prevents inseots
from enteririg or leaving the pit via the pan. The
waterseal. makes a TLP—tollet hygienlo: no inseots,
no odours.

The awltoh box dlrects the flow into one of the
two leaching pits. The inlet to the other pit is
sealed, e.g. with a brick embedded in a weak
mortar. The two leaching pits should never be in
usa at the same time.

In the pit, the solid excreta are digested
biologically. Soluble compounds of the digested
exoreta dissolve in the flushin,g water and urine,
and leach into the soil via holes In the pit
lining. The soli assimilates the harmful
oompounds. Gases diffuse into the soil without
fouling the outside air; therefore a ventpipe is
not needed. SolIds accumulate in the pit at a rate
of about 25 liters — less than two buckets — per
person per year.

Twin Leaching Pit Toilets — Design & Construction Manual





TWIN LEACHING PIT TOILETS 3 OVERVIEW

When the first pit Is full, the switeh box is
opened to divert the flow into the second pit.
This Is done by reinoving the seal on the second
pit and slinultaneously sealing the first pit. The
switch is made before the pit is so full that
wastes backs up the inlet pipe.

While the second pit is in use, the process of’
blological digestion in the sealed pit continues,
killing disease—causing organisnis. After two
yeara, the minimum retention time, the contents
have turned irito compost. Compost is odourlesa
and safe to handje. So the first pit sealed for a
minimum period of two years, aan be eniptied
without any health hazard.

When the second pit is full, the switch box is
opened to redirect the flow into the first pit
again, and to seal the second pit. In a furt.her
two years the second pit will yield compost.

Alternate use of the two pits provides permanent
toilet facilities and a regular supply of compost.

Compost can be used as a fertilizer to improve the
80±1of’ gardens and fields. A TLP—toilet generates
a small but weloome eoonomio benefit.

Twin Leaching Pit. Toilets — Design & Con5tructionHunual





TWIN LEACHINO PIT TOILETS 1$ OVERVIEW

DESIGN VARIABLES

Leaching pits need leaching surface to discharge
the waste water. The leaching surface area of the
pit is determined by the daily amount of waste
water and the leaching capacity of the soli.

The amount of waste water depends on the flushing
system and the number of users. More users require
greater leaching surface area. It is possible to
oonneot more than one toilet to one TLP—system. It
is the total nuinber of users connected to a pair
of pits that counts.

All waste water must be absorbed by the soli
surrounding the pit. Poorly leaching soiis, such
as day, require greater leaching surface area.

The leaobin,g oapaoity of the soil can be improved
by a gravel backfill around the pit lining. The
gravel facilitates the dispersal of liquids
through soil. Extra leaching capacity can be
provided by trenches around the pit lining.

A sand—loam backfill improves the filtering
oapaoity of sand soils. It alows down the passage
of liquids and gives more time for disease—causing
organisms to die. This is necessary in areas where
drinking water is obtained from shallow weils and
the pit bottom reaches the groundwater level.

Even under unfavourable soli oonditions, the TLP
toilet performs well after oarefuliy adjusting the
soil surrounding the pit llnin.g.

Twin Leaching Pit Toilets — Design & Construotion Hanual





TWIN LEACHING PIT TOILETS 5 OVERVIEW

< less than

more than

In ai’eas where drinking water is obtained from
shallow welis, grouridwater poilution via leaching
pits must be prevented. The minimum permissible
diatance between a leaching pit and the nearest
shallow well depends on the soil type and the
depth of the zone between the pit bottom and the
groundwater level in the wet season.

The zone depth should ideally be at least 200 cm.
Pits can be made shallow or even raised above
ground level to ensure a zone depth of 200 cm. A
zone depth less than 200 cm is acceptable, but the
nearest shallow well should be further away.

Leaching pits which reach the groundwater level
still function but require a greater leaching
surface area. They also increase pollution of
groundwater. 1f drinking water is obtained from
shallow welis, consider either a diff’erent
sanitation system, e.g. a septio tank connected to
a roadside drain (not a soakaway), or a different
water supply system.

It is always good praotice to bol]. drinking water,
but 1f leachin,g pits reach the groundwater It is
essential to boil drinking water.

The TLP—toilet does not pollute drinking water
obtained from shallow welis after carefully
adjustin,g the pit depth and keeping a safe
distance between the ].eaohlng pits and shallow
wens.

Twin Leaching Pit Toilets — Design & Construction Hanual
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The best TLP oonfiguration consists of two
separate plts with a minimum distance betwe.enthe
pits equal to the pit depth. The soli between the
pits prevents the oontentaof the seaied pit from
becoming contaminated by fresh disease—causing
organismafrom the pit in use.

The pit shape can be square, reetangular, or
circuiar. 1f’ space does not allow the minimum
dlstance betweeri the pits, a single pit divided
into two compartinents by a watertight wall can be
built; a so—called combined pit.

The best pit looation is within the plot. Because
leachirig pits are completely sealed 0ff and cannot
fou]. the outside air, even an indoors location is
possibie. 1f there is no space available within
the plot, pits can be located under a public
footpath or aileyway.

Whatever the location, easy access to the pits and
switch box is essential for emptying the pits and
divertln,g the flow. The space over the pits can
stil]. be used as long as the cover can easlly be
cleared. A large pit cover can be divided into
removable and fixed sections. The space over the
fixed section can be used permanently.

Twin Leaching Pit Toilets — Design & Construotionllanuai
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A short pit—to—toilet oonneotion requires ].ess
pipe length and reduces the risk of’ biocikage. The
distance betweentoilet and pits shou].d not exceed
15 meters. This offers a broad ohoice of pit—
toilet arran,genients. The toilet can be next to a
well, as long as the leaching pits are at a safe
distanoe. 1f space is limited, the toilet room can
be built directiy on top of the pits.

The toilet room location can be indoors, even on
an upper floor. The waterseal trap prevents odours
from the pit entering the house. Important
considerations are easy access, particularly for
children, and availability of water for anal
oieansing, flushing of the toilet pan and washing
hands.

The TLP—toilet is suitable for denseiy
areas. The toilet room locatlon and the
and ehape of the pits are adjuatable to
and oonditions available.

0

buil t—up
location

the space
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The pit walls are lined to prevent collapse of the
pit and damage when the pit is bein,g emptied.
Openings in the lining below a solid top ring
permit leaching of liquids into the soli.
Stabilized lime—cement blocks (batako) and burned
day bricks are commonly used as lining inaterial.
Alternative materials are: bamboo matting and
pref’abricated rings of concrete or burned day.

Pit covers cari be made of wood, metal or concrete.
Small concrete pit covers (or sections) for off-
set pits within the plot boundary, do not require
reinforoement 1f built in a doine shape.

Pipes should have a smooth inner surface, and can
be made of any anti-corrosive material, such as
PVC or burned day. 1f not available, pipes can be
replaced by a oovered brick drain.

The toilet pan and trap can be made of ceramic,
concrete or fibre glass. The pan shouid allow
flushing and cleaning with as little water as
possible. The most important aspect of the trap is
the watersea]. and its resistance to prodding in
the event of biockage.

The toilet room can be built from locally
avallable building materlals. The main concern is
to prevent ram and stormwater from entering the
toilet pan; this may flood the pits. In additlon,
it should be easy to keep the toilet floor clean.

The criteria for selecting the building materlais
are the prioe and available skiils. Local buildin.g
materials generaily prove to be the best value.

Twin Leaohing Pit Tollets — Design & Construction Manual
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(~)
The TLP—toiiet is much cheaper to build and
maintain than a toilet connected to a conventionai
sewerage system or a septic tank.

The materia].a oost of various TLP—toilet designs
can be calculated using the buis of quantities in
section 3: Materials.

Small households, each with a private toilet, may
share a twin-pit to make better usa of the pit
oapacity and reduce building costa.

The oonstruotion of’ a TLP—toilet does not require
speoia]. construction skills. All oonstruetion can
be done by eeif—help to reduce the oost.

Construction costs can also be reduced by
upgrading existing toilet facilities. An existing
toilet room can be corinected to a pair of pits, or
a single leaching pit can be extended with a
second pit.

Construction of’ the second pit can be postponed
until the first pit is about half full. In this
way part of the construction coat is deferred to a
later date.

The TLP—toilet is an econom.io toilet. Upgrading of
exiating toilet faoilitiea, self—help, and sharing
the twin pit make it even more affordable.

Twin Leaching Pit Toilets — Design & Construotion tianual
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TOILET ROOM 11 DE3I~Gii

THE TOILET ROOM

We begin by considering the toilet room, the only
part that will be seen every visit. Make sure the
toilet room is convenient for all household
members, particularly the children.

1f’ you already have a toilet room, follow the
steps to verify whether It meets the staridards of’
a good toilet room.

Twin Leaching Pit Toilets — Design & ConstructionManual





DESIGNTOILET ROOK

step 1: CHOOSING THE INTERNAL TOILET ROOM LA~(OUT

There is a limited nuinber of practicai toilet room
layouts. Choose one of the following basio layouts
and use it to determine the toilet room location.
This is discussed in the next step.

12

0

-H
LAYOUT A

floor area:
foundation:
wall area
roof area

The smallest toilet room ].ayout.

1.1 m2
14.7 tn

8.2 m2
2.8 m2

Twin Loaching Pit Toilets — Design & Construction Manual.





TOILET ROOK 13 DESIGN

L~rLJ
LAYOUT C1-~~ 300
floor area: 3.~ m2
foundatlon: 8.5 m
wall area : 16.2 m2
roof area : 5.3 m2

Toilet room combined with bathroorn. (bak mandi)

- Ih90~b00Hh801I

F~ usa -

LAYOTJT B

floor area:
foundation:
wall area
roof area

1.5 m2
5.3 m
9.5 m2
3.14 m2

Toilet room layout wlth water container for anal
cleansing and flushing.

Twin Leaching Pit Toilets — Design & Construotion Manual





TOILET ROOM DESIGN

floor area:
foundation:
wall area
roof area

1.3 in2
5.1 m
9.0 m2
3.1 m2

Toilet room with an inwards opening door. This
requires more space compared to Layout A.

A sereen or curtain Instead of a door is also
possible to provide privacy. Compare with Layout A.

LAYOUT D LAYOUT E

floor area: 1.1 m2
foundation: 14.7 in
wall area : 8.2 m2
roof area : 2.8 m2

Twin Leaohing Pit Toi1~ts — Design & Construotion Hanual





TOILET ROOM 15 DL~SIGH

ir 90—~-8o-1j__

~J ~ LAYOUT F

J. floor area: 3.8 m2
foundation: 8.5 m

Is 200 wall area :16.0 m2

roof area : 6.9 m2

Toilet room combined with bathroom. (bak mandi)
This layout offers more options for an entrance
than layout C.

You may have to modify the baslc layout to meet
personal preferences and the locatlon criteria
deseribed in the next step. Indicate modifications
in the basic layout. With any change you make,
always take into account that the dimensions given
are minimum dimerisions.

Twin Leaching Pit Toi].ets — Design & Construction Kanua].





TOILET ROOM DÊSIGN

step 2: PLANNING THE TOILET ROOMLOCATION

The toilet room can be located indoors, e.g.
the end of a corridor, in the corner of’ a room,
even on an upper floor. Do not be afraid of
smelis and insects coming from the pits. These
stopped by the waterseal trap. A].ternatively,
can locate the toilet room of course outdoors.

In choosing the location ensure that:

1. There is water available for anal cleansing,
flushing, and washing hands after every toilet
visit. You can locate the toilet room near a well,
as long as the pits are at a safe distance. (see
step 9, page 143)

2. All household rnembers have easy aocess to the
toilet room, also in the dark or when It rains.
Particuiarly children and the elderly should have
convenierit accesa.

3. Storm and rainwater cannot enter the toilet
room; water entering the toilet pan may flood the
pit. To prevent this you can raise the floor, or
orient the entrance facing downhill. in outdoors
toilet room should have a sloping roof with an
overhang of 20 cm on al]. aldes to drain rainwater
away from the entrance.

1. 1f the toilet room is combined with a batbrooin,
washing waste water drairis away from the toilet
pan and pits as It may flood the pit.

at
or

bad
are
you
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TOILET ROOK 17 DESIGN

5. The toilet room is located on the same level or
higher than surrounding land. This makea it easier
to locate the pits, since these cannot be higher
than the toilet floor.

6. The toilet room is private. Orient the entrance
so that it is not directly visible to passers—by
and neighbourlng plots.

7. The toilet room is adequately ventilated. At
least one of the four walls should be an external
wall to allow ventilation openings.

8. Dayligbt entera the toilet room. Daylight can
enter through ventilation openings, or you could
use transparent roofing sheets.

9. The toilet room does not block future dwelling
extensiona or alterations.

Having chosen a toilet room layout and it~s
location, check that all these criteria are met.

In the next steps we are going to consider the
other end of the system: the leaching pits.

Twin Leaching Pit Toilets — Design & Construction Manual
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LEACHING PITS 19 DESIGN

THE LEACHING PITS

Leaching pits make use of the leaching and
filtering capacity of the surrounding soil. This
capacity varies with soil type. To ensure ~ood
performance from the leaching pits you need to
know the soil type.

Leaching pits might pollute the drinking water
obtained from shallow welis. You therefore need to
know the groundwater level in the wet season to
determine the pit depth. The grouridwater level is
the level of water you can see in a shallow well.

The soil type, groundwater level and pit depth
also determine the minimum acceptable dist~nce
between the leaching pits and a shallow well.

You may know the soil type of your plot. The
person who fetches water from the well may
remember the water level during the wet season.
Check this information with your neighbours.
Consult also well drillers. They will have more
accurate information. Other sources of information
co~.ild be: the Puskesmas (local health centre) with
a SAIIIJAGA programiue, and the local building
Information centre. The cheeklist on the next page
wil], help you to ask the relevant questions and
to note down the answers.

Twin Leaching Pit Toilets — Design & Construotion Hanual
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50

100

150

step 3: CHECKLIST

200
Question 1: Which types of soil can be expected
on my plot and at what level?

250
Indicate the soll type at different levels, up to
about 250 cm, on the chart.

Soil types are divided into three categories: 300
— day, inoluding day loam
(soil with particles smaller than 0.002 mm)
— loam, inoluding silt loam 50
(soil with particles between 0.002 and 0.05 mm)
— sand, inoluding sandy loarn
(soli with particlus botween 0.05 and 2 mm)

1100
1f no information is available from the souroes
mentioned in the Introduction to this section, do
soil test 2. (see step 10, page 52) 1150 om

Twin Leaohing Pit Toilets — Design & Construotion Hanual





LEACHING PITS 21 DESIGN

Question 2: What is the groundwater level in my
neighbourhood in the wet season?

Indicate the groundwater level on the chart; be
accurate, particularly where the groundwatex’ is
less than 300 cm below ground level.

Question 3: What kind of drinking water supply
systems are in use in rny neighbourhood?

— nains supply
— ~:ells (deeper than 15 meters)
— welis (shallower than 15 meters)

Question 15: Have leaching pits been built in the
area? Where and i,zhen?

Question 5: Are failures being reported? What kind
of fai].ures, and how could these be avoided?

Question 6: What procedures should be followed if
the leaching pits must be located under a public
footpath or alleyway?

Wh~le looking for a pit location you may come to
the conclusion that there is no space available
within your plot boundary.

Question 7: Harnes and addresses of local suppliers
of building niaterials and components.

Twin Leaching Pit Toilets — Design & Construotion Manual
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step 14: DETERMINING THE PIT DEPTH

In areas where drinking water is obtained from
shallow welis, it is Important to use a pit depth
that aliows a maximum zone depth between the pit
bottom and groundwater level in the wet season.

Even 1f’ you think you remember the groundwater
level in the wet season, confirm this with the
sources of information mentioned in the
introduction to this section. Local well—drillers
are a useful source.

Fill in the wet season groundwater level: ..... cm
below ground level.

Determ.ine the pit depth according to the
groundwater level categories opposite. The minimum
pit depth Is 100 cm.

• less than 50 cm below ground level:
The pit will reach the groundwater and pollute
it, even using the minimum pit depth of 100 cm
and raising the pit 50 cm. 1f’ shallow wells are
used in the area, consider either a different
sanitation system or a different water supply
sys tam.

• 50 — 100 cm below ground level:
Use the minimum pit depth of 100
pit 50 cm. The zone depth will be
Double check the information on
level since It could be critical.

• 100 — 150 cm below ground level:
Use the minimum pit depth of 100 cm. Raise the pit
to give a zone depth of 50 cm.

cm and raise the
less than 50 cm.
the groundwater

Twin Leaching Pit Tolleta — Design & Construotion Hanual





LEACHING PITS 23 DESIGN

• 150 — 250 cm below ground level:
Use the minimum pit depth of 100
deptb will be 50 — 150 cm.

• 250 — 300 cm below ground level:
line the minimum pit depth of 100
depth will be 150 — 200 cm.

• more than 300 cm below ground level:
Choose a pit depth that gives a zone
least 200 cm. The maximum pit depth is
more than 250 cm.

Fill in the proposed pit depth: ..... cm.

The ideal zone depth is at
shallower zone Is acceptable
greater distance between the
shallow well. (nee step 9, p 153)

You can consider to increase the zone depth by
raising the pit. A ralsed pit must be surrounded
wlth an earth wall 150 cm arourid the pit lining
which requires more space. In addition, you may
have to raise the toilet floor as well.

Tick the zone depth between the pit bottcc and wet
season grouridbiater level.

more than 200 cm

0-200 cm

pit bottom reaches groundwater

cm. The zone

cm. The zone

leas t
bu t
pit

200 om. A
requires a
and nearest

depth of at
usually not
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stop 5: ESTIMATING THE LEACHING SURFACE AREA
To estimate the minimum leaching surface area

required for each pit, you need to know:

1. Number of uners

Count the number of regular users; consider also
fainily expansion. 1f several toi],ets are connected
to one twin—pit system, count the number of users
of all toilets to be connected.

F111 in the total number of users:

2. Quantity of waste water

With a pour—flush toilet pan, one
6 — 10 litres of waste water daily.
safe side, take:

10 liters

1f you already have a toilet with a pour-flush
pan, replace It 1f’ Its surface is rough. A smooth
pan requires lens flushing water and is easier to
keep clean. (see ‘Haterials’ page 68)

WIth a oistern—flush, the daily waste water flow
will be about 35 liters per user. Although
possible, this will requii’e a greater leaching
surface area and no a bigger, more expensive pit.

user produces
To be on the

Twin Leaching Pit Toiiet3—Design & Construotion Ilanual
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3. Soil type

All waste water must be absorbed by the soil. The

leaching capacity per day is:

• day soils: 15 liters per m2
• loam soils: 20 liters per m2
• sand soils: 25 liters per zn2

It in doubt about the soli type, be on the safe
side and choose day.

Reduce the leaching capacity by 5 liters per m2 1f
the pit reaches the groundwater level, because
saturized so~ls leach lens; nee step 11.

F111 in the expeoted leaching capaoity of the 8011
on your plot:

......... liters/m2.

(no. of users) .... x 10 liters

(leaching capacity) .... liters/m2

m2

The minimum leaching surface area for each pit is:

Twin Leaching Pit. Toilets — Design & Construction Hanual
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step 6:

pit liningused to
capacity or the

Pits in sandy soils reaching the groundwater level
and within 20 meters of a shallow well must have
loam—sand mix baokfill to improve the filtering
action. Backfill siows down the passage of liquids
and gives more time for the disease—causing
organisms to die.

In all other conditions, gravel baokfill is used
to improve the leaching capaoity by faoilitating
the dispersal of liquids through soli. Backfill
also retards clogging of day soils. Because
the leaching capaoity is increased, the pit lining
oan be reduced, resulting in lower costs.

With the information collected you
deterinine the dimensions of the
This is described in step 7.

The instructions on trenchea need only be followed
1f’ the pit doen not provide sufficlent leaching
surface area. This will be dear after step 7.

BACKFILL + TRENCHES

—‘4.

S

—‘4

--‘

~.,. •~ 4 .. -

•‘_si .•• 4,44
— •.. ~~.•

Backfill is packing around the
improve either the leachirig
filtering action of soil.

Tick the backfill to be used.

E1 leaohing backfill: 20 cm gravel

filtering backfill: 50 cm loam—sand mix

are now able to
leachlng pits.
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A trench is
with gravel
area.

a level shallow excavation, backfilled
to suppiement the pit leaching surface

The trench leaching surfaoe area must equal the
required leaching surface area (see step 5) iess
the leaching surface area provlded by the pit (as
determined in step 7).

A trench 30 cm wide and with a depth of 25 cm
below the lower edge of the top ring has a
leachin,g surface area of 0.8m2 per meter length.

The total length of trench required is equal to:

the trench leaching surface area divided by 0.8 m2

F111 in the length of trench required:

...... meters.

Up to four trenches cari be arranged around the pit
lining. A number of shorter trenches are prefered
to one long trench because they disperse the
leaching bad. The final iayout of the trenches
will be deterrnined when the location for the pit
has been chosen.

‘S,
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leaching surface area with
20 cm leaching backfill

.. .... ni2

...... m2

leaching surface area with
50 cm filter baokfill

step 7: CHOOSING THE PIT SHAPE + DIMENSIONS -

This step uses three tablen, one for each pit
model. The tables consist of diagrams like the one
above. Each diagram shows:
— pit volume
— pit leaching surface area with:

• 20 cm backfill (upper left)
• 50 cm backfill (lower right)

Om the diagram above, fill in the minimum required
leaching surf’ace area (nee step 5). Either on the
• left for 20 cm leaching backfiil, or on the
• right for 50 cm filter backfill. (nee step 6)

Study the three models and then make your ohoioe.

Square and rectangular pits need lens space than
cir’oular pits to meet the required leaching
surface area.

Page 30—31 tells how you determine the dimensions
of square and rectangular pits.

Pl t
volume
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Ciroular pits are stroriger than square pits. This
is more significant with larger pit cover
dimensions. (say more than 130 om) Pits under a
public footpath require a stronger construction
and a circular pit could be the mont economie
chojee.

Pit linings of bamboe matting or
rings only perrni.t olroular shapes.
and burned day rings do not permit
urider a public footpath.

1f you intend to use prefabricated rings as
lining, enquire about the diameters available; nee
also ‘Haterials’ page 62.

Page 32—33 teun how you determirie the dlznensions
of circular pit~s.

A combined pit is a single pit divided into two
compartrnents by a watertight wall. This wall is to
prevent the contents of the sealed compartment
from becotning contaniinated by fresh disease—
causing organisms from the pit in use.

A combined pit Is not ,just two regular sized
separate pits and built against each other. The
required leaching surface area has to be reached
with only three wails per pit. This resulta in a
larger, more expensive pit cover. In addition, the
dividing wall will inerease the building costs.

Cheese a combined pit only if the available space
doen not allow the minimum dlstance between the
two plts. This will be dear at the end of atep 9.

Page 315—35 teUn how you determine the dimen~ions
of a combined pit.

prefabricated
Bamboo linlng
a pit location
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1. SQUARE AND RECTANGULAR SEPARATE PITS

— Underline in Table 1 the proposed pit depth (see
step 4) and read the first diagram alongside the
plotted depth.

• 1f the leaching surface area in the diagram is
more than required: follow the diagrams upwards.

• 1f the leaching surface area In the diagram is
lens than required: follow the diagrams alongside
the plotted depth. 1f the final diagram doen not
meet the required leaching nurface area, go to
step 6 and plan trenches.

— Mark the diagram with the required leaching
surface area. 1f the requlred leaching nurface
area is between two figuren, take the larger one;
that means exeens leaching surface area.

In how many years will the pit be full? Solids
accumulate at a rate of 25 liters per persen per
year. So, the total quantity of nolids per year is
equal to the number of users times 25 liters.
F111 in the pit volume and the nutuber of

and calculate the retention time.

(volume:) .... liters

(users:) .... x 25 liters

uners,

= .... years

go to step 8 page 36
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TABLE 1

External
length x width
(cm)

Pit cover
surface area

Top ring
surfaco area 1.3 m2

1.7 m2

1.5 m2 1.6 in2

120 x 160

10.9 (‘~‘•~1

225 cm ___112501—’L___J 1.8 -E0.6 ~4950 J4360

ri
— 2090

8.1

12.3F~~1
250 cm LJ 8.8

l3.2~
—I 1780 1—

LJ 9.7 —420+--
~466+-~ 1

vo1u~e (liter3): Innor d1mcn~j1ono (linini, 10 cm thlalc) end ef1eotive deptb,
1eaah1n~ ou, face area: externel dimon5iona and effeotive dopth.
top ring: 30 cm hich.

depth — 30 0U.

KEY
‘20 cm’

leaching surface,..~ volume
area (in2)\ ‘50 om’

100 x 100 100 x 120

110 x 110

100 x 1150

120 x 120

1.0 m2

1.2 rn2

110 x 150

120 x 1110

130 ~: 130

1.2 m2

Pit depth

1.5 m2

1140 x 1~40

2.0 m2

1.7 m2

100 cm
i~~i_.____
L.J2.8

~L
3.11Li~

~±[~J_
3.685 3.9

125 cm .~_~f~j_L____J 3.8 —hEIL2 [EL2
150 cm ~° L...._J 11.8 !:~.Eo

L!~o+-~ -EI6.2 +~+-7

175 cm F~1~L.....~..J 5.8

200 cm ~{~_
L.......J 6.8

—413801
L.......J 7.5

10.9 r”i-__—[.~
8.2

.LL±[~~]_._-_.205
8.8

T
A

4~B
L

III.0

LJ10.9 E
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2. CIRCULAR SEPARATEPITS

in Table 2 the proposed pit depth (nee

read the first diagram alongside the

• 1f the leaching surface area in the diagram is
more than required: follow the diagrams upwards.

• 1f the leaching surface area in the diagram is
lens than requlred: follow the diagrams alongside
the plotted depth. 1f the final diagram doen not
meet the required leaching surface area, go to
step 6 and plan trenchen.

— Hark the diagram with the requlred leaching
surface area. 1f the requared leaching surface
area is between two figuren, take the larger one;
that means excesn leaching nurface area.

In how many years will the pit be full? Solids
accuniulate at a rate of 25 liters per persen per
year. Zo, the total quantity of nolids per year is
equal to the number of users tirnes 25 liters.

F111 in the pit volume and the number of users,

and calculate the retention time.

(volume:) .... liters

.... years

(usera:) .... x 25 liters

go to step 8 page 38

— Underline
step 11) and
plotted depth

4 .
1 ~

~ ~i-~z~~
,~... ‘.4~-Ç1’~,%~

.4.-.

~ ...~—_.
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Top ring
surface area 0.95 m2 1.05 m2 1.15 ni2 1.25 m2

0
1.6 m2

1.35 rn2

Pit depth

100

—1 1170 1—125 cm L__J3.o —EIL3 —1~0
5.11~

1070 —

5.3’’
-J 6o0~—

150 cm L...J3.a
5110 —EEII--

7.5~
—.--J 850f—

200 cm L__J 5.3

8.0— 1080
5.9

8.5~— 1330
6.11

520

A
B

225 cm -E° 11.0
2200 —

8.6

9.8 ~
—11100 t—

250 cm L_J 6.9

10.11 1—1
— 11100

7.6
420

11.7
— 2090

9.0

voiwae (iitero): innor dlecnjlo,13 (lining 10 cm thick) and effoetiva dopth:
leachinc 3urface aroa: oxteinai diaen~ions and effective dapth.
top ring: 30 cm high.

dopth — 30 om.
KEY

‘20 cm’
leaching surface 2’ voiumeH

area (m2) ~ 1 ‘~oC~
t

TAF3LE 2

Externa].
diameter

Pit cover
surface area

0000
0.8 n2 1.0 u2 1.2 m2 1.15 m2

cm

8.2 ~1

175 cm 4EILo EoL5 hI~~h9 6 11-~i~J-L.....~.J11.6
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3. COMBINED PITS

— Underline in Table 3
step 15) and read the
plotted depth.

• 1f the leaching surface area in the dIagram is
more than required: follow the diagrams upwarda.

• IV the leaching surface area in the diagram Is
lens than required: follow the diagrams alongside
the plotted depth. It the final diagram doen not
meet the required leaching surface area, go to
stap 6 and plan trenches.

— Hark the diagram with the requlred leaching
nurface area. 1f the required leaching surface
area is between two figuren, take the larger one;
that neans excenn leaching surface area.

In how many years will the pit be full? Solids
accumulate at a rate of 25 liters per persen per
year. So, the total quantity of solids per year is
equal to the number of users times 25 liters.

F111 in the pit ~olume and the number of usern,
and calculate the retention time.

(volume:) .... liters

.... years

(uzers:) .... x 25 liters

... go to step 8 page 150

the proponed pit depth (see
first diagram alongside the
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TABLC 3

External
length x width 100 x 190
(2 pits) cm cm

100 x 230
om]1 cm

11
100 x 270
cmij cm

120 x 270
cm1~ cm

11
1150 x 270
cm cm

Pit cover
surface area

Top ring
surface area

0.95 rn2

0.9 m2

1.15 m2

1.0 m2

1.35 m2 1.65 m2 1.90 m2

1.2 m2 1.3 m2

2.5~
—1 1150 1—

100 cm L.J2.o -EE- L__...J 2.8

125 cm L___J 2.7

l.2~
— 920 —

3.1

~Ç~L
150 cm L...__J 11.6 -EI11.8
175 cm _~0:~

200 cm L.J 11.8
-4~60

225 cm LJ ~

9.0fl~
— 23110

7.11

250 cm L..J 6.2 560 -E° 4~8.8

volunie (iLLo~-a): inner diameter (lining 10 cm thiok) and offective depth: depth — 30 cm.
leactuing awface area: external diameter and effective dopttu.
top ring: 30 cm hiGh.

KEY _______
‘20 cm’

leaching surfaoe..~1 volume
area (ni2)\ ‘50 cm’

Pit depth

1.1 in2

T
A
B
L
E

3
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step 8: TECHNICAL DflAWING OF THE PIT DESIGN

1. SQUARE AND RECTANGULAR SEPARATE PITS

Om these pages you aan nota down the dimennions of
your pit design. This information will be needed
to Vind a pit location (ntep 9) and to calculate
the quantity of materials. (section 3)

Aacertain from Table 1, step 7:

— Leaching surface area
with 20 om leaching backfill: ...... m2

— Leaching surface area
with 50 cm filter backfill: ...... m2

Indicate the pit dimensions as listed opposite.

1 pit 2 pits

— Pit cover surfaoe area ..... m2 x 2 ..... m2

— Top ring surface area ..... m2 x 2 ..... m2

— Pit linln,g surface area
to the top ring ..... m2 x 2 ..... m2

The pit lining surface area to the top ring is
equal to the leaching surface area with 50 cm
filter backfill; lower right figure in diagram.

Indlcate in the drawln,g opposite:

— external length and width of the pit
a~decided in step 7, Table 1

— proposed pit depth
as decided in ntep 7, Table 1

— distanee between the pits
at least equal to the pit depth

— backflll
20 cm leaching backflll
50 cm filter backfill (as decided in step 6)

— zone depth
i.e. the high groundwater level minun pit depth;
sea steps 14 and 7, Table 1

— if the pits are ralned: the ground level and the
perimeter of the earth wall 150 cm around the pit;
nee step 1~

— if trenches are planned: location and length of
trenohes; nee step 6

Twin Leaching Pit Toilets — Design & Construotion Hanual.
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2. CIRCULAR SEPARATEPITS

On these pages you can note doun the dimensions of
your pit design. This information will be needed
to Vind a pit location (step 9) and to calculate
the quantlty of materials. (section 3)

Ascertain from Table 2, step 7:

— Leaching surface area
with 20 cm leaohin,g backfill: ...... m2

— Leaching surface area
with 50 cm filter baokfill: ...... m2

Indicate the pit dimennions as listed opposite.

1 pit 2 pits

— Pit cover nurface area ..... m2 x 2 = ..... m2

— Top ring surfaoe area ..... m2 x 2 ..... m2

— Pit lin.ing surface area
to the top ring ..... m2 x 2 = ..... m2

The pit linin.g nurface area to the top ring
equal to the leaching surface area with a 50
filter backfill; lower right figure in diagram.

Indicate in the drawing opposite:

— exterrial length and width of’ the pit
as decided in step 7, Table 2

— proposed pit depth
as decided In step 7, Table 2

— distanoe betveen the pits
at least equa]. to the pit depth

— backfill
20 cm leaching backfill
50 cm filter backfill (as decided in step 6)

— zone depth
i.e. the high groundwater level minus pit depth;
nee steps 1~ and 7, Table 2

— 1f’ the pits are raised: the ground level and the
perimeter of tbe earth wall 150 cm around the pit;
nee step II

— 1f trenches are planned: location and length of’
trenches; nee step 6

is
cm
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LEACHING PITS

3. RECTANGULARCOMBINEDPITS

Om these pages you aan note down the dimensions of
your pit design. This information will be needed
to find a pit location (step 9) and to calculate
the quantity of materials. (section 3)

Ancertain from Table 3, step 7:

— Leaohing surface area

with 20 om leaohing backfill: ...... m2

— Leaching aurfaoe area

with 50 om filter backfill: ...... m2

Indicate the pit dimennions as listed opposite.

~iO DESIGN

1 pit 2 pits

..... in2 x 2 = ..... m.2

. . . . . m2 x 2 . . . . . m2

..... m2

— Pit cover surface area

— Top ring surface area

— Dividing wall surface area:
pit width pit depth

in + 0.60 in) ...... in =

— Perimeter wall surface area
..... m2 x 2 = ..... m2

The perimeter wall surface area is equal to the
].eaching surface area with 50 cm filter backfill.

Indicate in the drawing opponite:

— external length and width of the pit
as decided in step 7, Table 3

— proposed pit depth as decided In ntep 7, Table 3

— distance between the pits
at least equal to the pit depth

— backfill
20 cm leaching backfill
50 cm filter backflll (as decided in ntep 6)

— zone depth i.e. the high groundwater level minus
pit depth; nee steps 14 and 7, Table 3

— if the pits are raised: the ground level and the
perimeter of the earth wall 150 cm around the pit;
nee step 14

— if trenches are planned: location and length of
trenohes; nee step 6Twin Leaching Pit Tollets — Design & Construotion Hanual
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note: the dlviding wall extends beyond the pit
lining om both sides.
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3tep 9: PLANNING THE PIT LOCATION

Always ensure easy access to the pits and switch
box to allow enptying and switching the flow. The
space above the pits aan be used as long as you
aan easily dear the coverplate. A large pit cover
can be divlded into removable and fixed nections.
The space above the fixed cover section can be
used permanentiy.

Locate the pits where they do not block
dwelling expansion or alterationn.

future

You can locate the pits under a public footpath or
alleyway. Extra attention must be paid to design
and construction in order to prevent collapse of
the pit. This may Increase the cost. In addition,
you probably need official authorization.

You can locate the pits indoors, under the floor
of a room or verandah. 1f properly sealed,
leaching pits are out off from the outside air and
will not give off odours in the house. When It is
time to empty the pit, the contents are odourless.

The pitn are best located within the
boundary.

plot

IV It Is not feasible to locate the pits within
the plot boundary, oonsider one of the following
second—best solutions.
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LEACHING PITS

Distance between leaching pits and shaliow welis

The minimum distance betweena pit and the nearest
shallow well depends on the nou type, and the
zone depth between the pit bottom and the wet
season groundwater level.

Locate the leaching pits downstream from a shaliow
well.

1f’ the information om soli type and groundwater
level is not relIable, be om the safe slde and
keep a minimum dIstance of 10 meters between a pit
and the nearest well.

note: more than

lens than

113 DESIGN

l5b1

:~..:•.~.‘:•

: ~ .•. .~.

.. t

~ ~ :~:
: ~ [~!_z~~1.:~:

~ ~ ~

The table below shows the minimum distanee
between a pit and the nearest shallow well.

zone depth in the wet season is:

lens than more than
soli type 2m 2m

sand 15 in . . 10 in

other soils 10 in 5 in

Twin Leaching Pit Tollets — Design & Construotion Hanual
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Pit — toilet pan connection

A pipe layout with as few .joints and bends as
possible allows easy fiow of excreta from pan to
pit. The pipe need a minimum slope of 1:50, I.e.
2 cm per meter.

Place the pits as near as possibie to the toilet
room to save en pipes and reduce the risk of’
blockage. The greater the distance the more
attention should be given to the material of the
pipes and Joints. The maximum distance allowed
between toilet and pits in 15 meters. 1f It Is
difficult to find a pit loc~tion within 15 meters,
think of changing the toilet room locatlon.

Try to avoid positioning the toilet between the
two pitn. It would place the swltch box under the
toilet floor and present construction problecis.

Position the switch box no that you get straight
line connections between toilet — switch box, and
between nwitch box — pits. A switch box near the
pits saven on pipes. }lowever, avoid sharp bends in
the ~witch box.

1f bends in the pipe lay—out are unavoldable, make
curves wlth a large radius. Avold 90° elbows;
better une two 155° elbows. 1f ponsible, locate
bends at accessible spots where you can make a
roddin,g point to dear a blockage.
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1~.
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Diatanoe between ieaohing pits and foundations

Leaching pits near a building are more liabie
oollapse and may undermine foundations.
minimum permlssible dintance between a pit
foundation Is given in the table opponite.

Where leaching
the openings
foundation must

to
The
and

pit depth

pits are at the minimum distance,
in the pit lining facing the
be made smaller to reduce leaching.

building height

one floor two floors

100 cm . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 cm 30 cm

150 cm .. 30 cm . 145 cm

200 cm ~40cm ...... 60 cm

250 om ....... 70 cm ..... 105 cm
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The pit locatlon should be at the name level or
lower than the level of the toilet floor so that
the flushing water with excreta will flobi down.

Do not locate leaching pits where you could expect
root channels of former trees. These are runways
for liquids from the leaching pit and extend the
risk of groundwater pollution.

Preferably do not locate the pits in depressionn
where waste water and ram water is likely to
collect around and over the pits. The plts may get
flooded.

1f a depressionis the only sultable locatlon, you
must raise the pit and surround It with an earth
wall 150 cci around the pit lining. This to prevent
flooding of the pit. Raisirig the pit may mean you
have to raise the toilet floor as well.

After you have found a location for the pits,
continue with step 10: final design. 1f you cannot
find a suitable location, turn over the page and
read ‘trouble shooting’.

Topography and vegetation
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TROUBLE SHOOTING

There are various options, or combinations of
options to reduce the space needed.

• 1f you proposed a clstern flush system, ohange
to a pour—flush toilet pan. A reduction in waste
water flow renults in a proportional reduction of
requlred leaching nurface. Go to step 5.

• 1f you proponed a clrcular pit shape, consider
changing the shape to square or rectangular. This
will reduce the pit dimenslons by maximum 30 to 110
cm. Go to step 7.

• Reducethe volume of the pit and bulid trenches
to comply with the requi.red leaching surface area.
Go to step 6, p 27.

The secondand third illustration show pits with
the sacie leaching surface area; the locatlon of
the trenchesguves a wider choice to fit the space
available.

• 1f you assumeda day soli type, check by doing
soli test 3 descrlbed in step 10 page 511. The soli
may prove to have better leaching qualitles than
you expected no allowing to reduce the leaching
surface area.

The first
pit with
given pit

Illustration shows a circular and square
the name leaching surface area for a

depth.
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• 1f you can~otcomply wlth the minimum distance
between the two pits, consider:
- sharing the pits with a neighbour, with one pit
in each plot;
— changing the pit configuration from separate to
combined pits as deseribed in step 7 page 29. With
a combined pit the toilet room aan be built on top
of the pits wlth the switch box at the rear.

• Connider second—best locationa for the leaching -
pits as de3cribed in this step. Build one or both
pits in a depression, under a public footpath, or
indoors. (page 142 + 147)

• 1f the pits have been designed to serve more
than one household, you can build two or more
independent TLP systems and reduce the number of
users per unit.

• Increase the depth of’ the pit. Only use this
option as a last resort 1f the pit bottom is lens
than 200 cm above the high groundwater level, and
drinking water is obtained from shallow welis.
There is a high risk of groundwater pollution.
(nee step 11, p 22) In addition, the distance
between the two pitn and the distance between a
pit and nearest shallow well should be lncreased.
(nee step 8, p 37, 39 or 141 and step 9, p 243 + 146)

..~

-t’- •_.‘~\
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atep 10: FINAL. DESIGN

There are three soil tests to check whether the
pit design is in accordance with the soil type and
groundwater level at the pit location.

— nou colour test to indicate the high
groundwater level.
— Veel and appearanoe test to identify the soli
type whlch will give a rough ldea of the leaching
capacity.
— peroolation test to determine more aceurately
the leaching capacity of the soli.

You can then compare the test results with
Information on whlch you based the leachlng
design and location.

Dig a small hole at the centre of the proposed pit
iocatlon. Take noil sampies at a depth of about
one meter. 1f you expect different nou conditions
in the two pits, take samples from each pit
location.

-

1

t.

the
pit
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SOIL TEST 1: nou oolour

The colour and colour patterns
Indicate levels the groundwater can

Pici: up some soli and, without crushing
observe the colour. It Is important to have
sun light. 1f ped faces are dry, sprinkle
water over the sampie.

A uniform red,
neus are well
satui~ated with water.

It grey or blue colour indicates soils that are
saturated for extended perlods or all the time. A
uniform grey or blue colour indicates the constant
groundwater level.

streaks of’ different coiours, called
indicate seasonally saturated soils. This

the groundwater level during the wet

1f you find spots or streaks or soils of a grey /
blue colour, the leaching pit will reach the
groundwater level. 1f that doen not correspond
with the assumed groundwater level, choose another
pit location or see step 14 for the proper
adjustments.

This soil colour test is simply a first indicator
of the groundwater level. When you have excavated
the pits to their full depth, a second soli colour
test will give more definite information.

in the
reach.

Spots or
mettien,
indlaates
season.

5oi 1

it,
goed
some

yeliow or brown oolour
aerated and rarely

Indlcates
or never
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SOlI.. TEST 2: ‘Feel and Appearance’ test

Take another soli saniple, about 2 cm in diameter,
from the hele and do a ‘Veel and appearanoe’ test.

Press and squeeze the east between thunib and

forefinger and try to forni a ribbon.

1f you aan hardiy form a ribben, it in ioam.

Sprinkie the saznple tili the consistency
putty. Toe much moisture renuits in
material, whIch is hard to work.

is like
a stioky

Ir It forms a thin, flexlble ribbon, which retains
its plasticity when elongated, It in day. Clay is
sticky and puddies easliy.

Try to Vorm a east:

1f you cannot Vorm a cast er the east
when touched, It is sand.

IV the east can be handied freely without breaking
it could be either loam or day. In this oase:

crumbles
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To doutile—eheck the resuits, take another sample
of soli and, without moistening it, do a second
feel and appearancetest.

Sand has a large percentageof single grains which
aan easiiy be seen. It feels gritty. SqueezedIt
will not hold its shape.

Loam has a fairly sniooth er nlightly gritty feel,
and clods are crunibled easiiy. Squeezed it fons a
east.

Clay is flnely textured, clods are hard to very
hard and strongly resist crushing by hand. When
pulverized, It bas a grlt—like feeling due to the
harshness of the very small aggregates which
persist.

Coznpare the fleld tent results with the soli type
on which you based the pit design (nee step 5) and
go to page 57. 1f the soli type differs 50 much
that you should redesign the pit, you must do soil
test 3 first. Also when you doubt the results of
the ‘feei and appearance test, de soil test 3.

g
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SOIL TEST 3: leaching capaoity of the soli

A percoiation test in the mont oommonly used
indicator to meanure the abllity of soils to
absorb water. A simple percolation test to perform
in the fleld is the falling head test. The
procedures are as follows:

1. Dig or bore at one meter deep a
deep and with a diameter of 30 om.
dlfferent oonditions in the two
hoies at both locations.

2. Scratch the sides and the bottom of’ the hele
with a sharp stick to get a natural nou surface
and remove any loose materiai.

3. Piace crunhed gravel (0 10—20 mm) to a depth of
about 5 cm in the hole to protect the bottom from
scouring when the water is added.

5. Cover the hele and leave it for 11 hours no the
soli beoomes saturated. This is very important.
Immediateiy after the 14 hours soakage period begin
measuringthe percolatlon.

1f the water seepsaway completely in lens than
ten minutes after filling the hele twlce, you may
begin the measurement immediateiy.

cm

test hole 30 om
IV you expect

pits dig test

11. Fl11 the holes siowly witb
clean water above the gravel.
prevent the water washing away
ho].e. You may use a f’unnel with

at ieast 15 cm of
Do this slowly to
the sides of the
a hose attached.
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Measuring the percolation rate

1. Fl11 the hele with water to a depth of 15

above the gravel.
2. Record the period of time It taken for the
water level to drop 2.5 cm, beginning immediately
after the hele has been filled.

3. As seenas the level bas dropped 2.5 cm, repeat
(1) and (2) until two suecessive measurements
differ by iess than 2 minutes. You must repeat the
test at least 3 times even if the first two
measurements differ by lens than 2 minutes.

ZI. Take the last time period recorded and mark the
leaching capacity of the soli on the table
oppesi te.

cm

time perlod
minutes

leaching
per

capacity
day

1 35
2 28
3 25

14 •..... 23
5 22

10 . 19
20 •..... 17
30 16

11 ters/m2
liters/m2
iitern/m2
ii ters/m2
liters/m2

liters/m2
iiters/m2
liters/ni2

60 114 llters/m2
90 ...... 13 liters/m2
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LEACHING PITS 56 DESIGN

Leaching capacity no

[>251/~J~

yes no
1

no

shallo1w well yes /yes ~ifl20fl~?t

Pit dimensions

• the soLi leaches more than 25 lltera/zn2/day, the
pit bottom reaches the groundwater and there is a
shallow well within 20 meters from the pit.

Follow the lnntructions en ‘redenign of the pit’.

In all other canes where the nou leaches
than assumed, keep your original design. The
have excessleaching capacity.

Also when you do not have to redesign the pit,
follow the redeslgri procedure to oheok your pit
design.

Assessing the soli test results

Compare the soli test results with the leaohlng
oapaoity assumed in step 5. (p 214)

You must redesign the pit 1f’:

• the soli leaches
consider trenches
capacity (nee step
lining surface area.

lens than assumed.
to provide extra
6, p 26) or enlarge

You aan
leaching
the pit

more
p1 ts

Alternatively, you
capacity entablinhed
smaller pit 1f you
pit iooation or want

may use the excess leaching
by the field test, and buid a
have difficuity in finding a
to save money.
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LEACHING PITS 57 DESIGN

Leaching capacity

> 25 1/m2/day ?

no

zone depth

<200 cm ?

yes

yes

zone depth

<200 cm ?

1 no

10 meters

yes

Distance

-~j leaching pit — nearest shallow well

Redesign of the pit

— 1f the percolation tent was carried out in the
dry season and the pit bottom reaches the
groundwater level (see step 14, p 23), reduoe the
leachin,g capacity establinhed by the percolation
tent with 5 l/m2/day.

— Calculate the
(as explalned in
ieachlng capacity
test.

— Follow the aigorithm ‘Pit dlmenslons’ (above
left) and fl11 in the calculated leaching surface
area in the diagram.

— Determine the new pit dimensions,
table 1, 2 or 3 (p 31, 33 or 35) and
with the original dimensions.

— 1f you have to redesign the pit, indicate the
modificationn in the technical drawing; step 8, p
37, 39 or iii.

— Follow the algorithm ‘Distance ieachin,g pit —

shailow well’ and read the minimum perniissible
distance.

The design is now complete. In the next section we
are going to choose building matenials for the
proposed TLP toilet design.

no

nee step 7
comparethese

required ieaching surface area You may have to change the distanoe between the
step 5, p 25) based on the leachin,g pit and nearest shaiiow well 1f you

established by the peroolation redesign the pit.
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MATERIALS

The next job is to complie a shopping list of the
buliding materiain you will need to build your
TLP—toiiet.

This section reviews a wide seleetion of
alternative mateniais. It is subdivided according
to the various parts of the TLP—toilet to
facilitate the nost approprlate choice. You can
determine the required quantities for each part by
simple calculatiens.

Price is the inain criterion in selecting the
materlals. No information is given here en prices.
These differ from place to place and would in any
case neon be Out of date. After calculatung the
total quantities you aan make a cost comparison by
using local, up—to—date unit prices.

All entimates of quantitles are based on 2 pits. A
retention time of more than two years allows you
to postpone the construction of the second pit
tin the first pit is about half full. The
reduction in initial building costs can be
calculated at the end of this section.
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HATEHIALSLEACHING PITS —

1. PIT COVERS

60

Pit covers can be
This manual only
because these are

made of weod, metal or concrete.
deals wlth concrete pit covers,
more durable.

• Ascertain froo Design step 8 (p 36, 38 er 140):

Pit cover area .... m2. (for 2 pits)

Covers for eff-set pits within the plot boundary
aan be made of non—reinforceci concrete. Non—
reinf’oroed oevers have a dome shape to give
internal strength. You save on reinforcement bars,
but extra care is required during construction of
non—reinforced covers. The cement—sand mix is more
oritical.

The diameter of a circular domed cover must not
exceed 150 cm; the maximum size for a rectangular
domed cover is 150 x 150 cm. You can divide ].arger
pit covers Into section no non—reinforced covers
aan be used. (nee also page 78)

fieinforoed covers are flat. These aan be used for
off—net pits within the plot boundary and for pits
under the toilet.

Increase the pit cover area by 0.14 m2 1f you plan
to use a bamboe pit lining; the diameter of the
top ring is 20 cm larger than the pit diameter.
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LEACHING PITS 61 HATEHIALS

PIT COVERS: non—reinforoed (dome shaped)

Remember, these covers can only be used for off-
set pits within the plot boundary, and the
dirnenslons of the pit cover (or sections) should
not exceed 150 cm.

• Fi].1 in the pit cover area (m2) — (3 tuinen)

A dome shape cover is 5 cm thick;

concrete mix of cement—sand—gravel (1.5:2:3).

PIT COVERS: reinforoed

• Fl11 in the pit cover area (m2)— (3 times)

A reinforeed cover is 10 om thick;
concrete mlx of cement—nand—gravel(1:2:3).

thi.cknens quantity/m3 PIT COVERS
(in) deme shape

..... x 0.05 x 0.375 (cement) m3 cement

..... x 0.05 x 0.50 (sand) = ..... m3 sand

..... x 0.05 x 0.75 (gravel) = m3 gravel

thickness quantity/m3 PIT COVERS

Cm) reinforced

x 0.1 x 0.25 (cement) m3 cement

x 0.1 x 0.50 (sand) m3 sand

..... x 0.1 x 0.75 (gravel) = ..... m3 gravel

Reinforcing bars (.ø~6 min)
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LEACHING PITS 62 HATEHIALS

2. PIT LININGS

The upper part of the
a watertlght soild
plastered. This top
from entering the pit.

The lining below the top ring has open spaces to
permit flushing water, urine and soluble compounds
of digented exereta to pass through and leach into
the surrounding soli.

A variety of materials can be used as lining. The
choice shou].d depend en avaliability of materials,
skllls, and pricen.

Batako (line—cement blockz) and burned olay brioks
are the mest common lining materlals.

Bamboo matting aan be used for circular pits 1f
these are not located under a public footpath. It
in very cheap but coating of the natting with
bitumen is required te extend its durability.

Punoturad rings of pre—oast concrete er burned—
day are more expensive than the other
alternatives mentioned. Consider this alternative
only where high groundwater, also in the dry
season, hampers digging and lining of the pit. In
that case the pre—fabricated liners aan be sunk as
the pit is dug.

The pit walm are lined to
prevent collapse of the pit
pit is being emptied.

their full depth to
and damage when the

lining, about
ring, fully
ring prevents

30 — 140 cm, Is
mortared and

surface water

• Ascertain from Design step 8 (p 36, 38 er 140):

Top ring surfaoe area .... m2. (for 2 plts)

Pit linIng surface area to top ring .... n2.

(for 2 pits)

1f’ you planned a combined pit, add the surface
area of the dividin,g wall to the top ring surface
area.
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• F111 in the top
note: for bamboe
area by 0.14 n2,
20 cm larger than

(.... + 0.01 in) x (.... + 0.01 in)

length height

• Fili in the quantity of mortar per brick and the
nuuber of bricl-:s

note: cement — sand mix to be used is 1 : 6; 1f
line will be used, double the quantity of cer~ent.

Plastering the top ring

To calculate the quantity of ceuent and sand te
plaster the inside and outside of the top rin~:

• F111 in the top ring surfaoe area (rn2)

63

ring surface area (m2) _1

lined pits, increase the surface
because the top ring diameter in
the pit diameter. -

LEACHING PITS

PIT LINING: top ring

The top ring is 10 cm thiek and made of bricks or
blocks. To calculate the nuinber of brioks:

Te calculate the quantity of cement and sand, you

first calculate the quantity of mertar per brick:

len~th hei~ht width

(... in + ... In) x ... in x 0.01 in = .... m3 inortar

Blocks aan be laid

• Fili in the brick length and height (in)

MATEJIIALS

on edge to save money.

TOP RING
m2

=..... brieks

~riortar

per brick

m3

• number of TOP RING

br laks

x x 1/7 = rn3 cement

x ~: 6/7 ..... m3 sand
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PIT LINING: below the top ring

Bricks and blocks

A br~cicwork pit lining is 10 cm thiek.
calculate the nunber of brieks to be used:

To

• Fili in the pit lining surface te the top ring

• Fill in the beek length and height (m) ( ... + 0.1 in) x ( .... + 0.01 in)

1en~th height

PIT LIN ING

te the top ring

brieks

To caiculate the quantity of cetient and sand,
reduce the brick length by 0.1 in (openin~sI) and
calculate the quant~.ty of ~iortai’ per brick.

1en~th hei~ht uidt~i

(.. . •:. . .. in) . .. in 0.01 ci3 inortar

• Fili in the quantity of nortar per brick and the
nunber of b1-icks

rilortar
per briek

nunber of
br ie k3

PIT LINING
to the top ring

note: ceLlent — sand nix to be used is 1 : 6; 1f’
line will be used, double the quantity of cement.

x

:c 1/7 = m3 cement

‘c 6/7 m3 sand

PIT LINING: bambeo

To calculate the ainount of bitumen requlred to
prosei’vc the bamboo nattin~:

• Fill in the pit linin~ surface area to the top
rin~ (in2)

bitumen PIT LINING

per ~i2 te the top ring

x .... kg bitumen
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3. BACKFILL + TRENCHES

As explalned in Design step 6 (p 26) all pits are
planned to have a backfill, either a 20 cm
leaching bae1~f1ll er a 50 cm filter backfil].

Suitable leaching backfill materials are gravel
and coarse sand.

Suitable •filter backfi].l material is sand-loam
mix.

• Ascertain from Design step 8 (p 36, 38 or 140):

The leaching surface area with 20 cm backfill and
fl11 in this figure

for a 20 cm backfill:

for a 50 om backfill:

1f trenches are planned:

• Fili in the total length of trepches (in)

(see Design stop 6, p 27)

BACKFILL

m2 x 0.36 in m3 gravel

m2 x 1.08 in m3 sand—leam

TRENCHES

x 0.06 m3 1n3 gravel
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1$. PIPES

The pipen can be made of any anti—corrosive
material. A nînooth inner surface is important.
Host commonly used are PVC, burned—olay (glazed
inside), and asbentos cement. The inner diameter
of the pipes should be between 7.5 and 10 cm.

Buy maximum pipe lengths to reduoe the number of
jolnts. It is the joints which can cause
blockages. De not use short pipes (like burned-.
day pipes) 1f a pipe run is more than 5 meters.

1f pipen are riot available, a covered drain can be
built instead using concrete and brieks, but only
1f the pits are located within the boundaries of
the plot. A switch box is not necessary with a
covered drain.

• Measure the distance between:

1. pit 1 and the switch box: .... in

2. pit 2 and the switch box: .... in

3. switch box and toilet : .... in

add an extra : 0.50 in

TOTAL LENGTH :...... in
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5. SWITCH BOX

The switch bex aan be a solid piece of’ concrete.
The quantitles of materials are the same for all
designs and are already inciuded in the finai
calculation.

In stead of solid concrete, the box aan be masoned
with blecks or brlckn.

You oan use a brick, ernbedded in a weak inortar, to
seal the pipe inlet. You aan also use a length of
inner tube, with one end fixed over the pipe
coming from the toilet pan and the other end
inserted inte the pipe inlet ieading to a leaching
pit.

name quantity ofR~dding points require the
materials as a switch box.
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6. TOILET PAN + WATERSEAL TRAP

ToIlet pans aan be made of concrete, but it in
difficult te achieve a scnooth finish on these. In
addition, they get rough and unattractive after
seine time due to the actien of urid acid. Glazed
oeramio and fibergians paris retain a sniooth
surface, even after years ef use, are easier to
keep clean and need lens water for fiushing.
Fibergiasa pans are light and do not break eaaily
during transport. They get their strength by being
embedded in the concrete of the toilet floor.

THE WATERSEALTRAP can be made of concrete, but
fibergiass, and ceramlo traps have a smoother
finish. The trap should be robust to withstand
rodding in the event of blockage.

When you buy a trap, check the waterseal with a
npii’it level. The optimal depth of the waterseal
is about 20 mm. Without a waterseal bad sniells
from the pit will enter the toilet room.

There are pans available which incorporate a trap.
Ilowever, a separate trap aan be fixed to the pan
with the outlet pointing in any direotion. This
given greater flexibility in locatin,g the toilet
and the pits.

The toilet pan introduced by the UNDP project
INS/81/002 has a steeper slope than regular pans,
deen not foul easy and needs lens water for
flushing. Minimizing the amount of flushing water
Is particularly Important 1f pits are located in
poorly leaching neus, such as day.
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7. FOUNDATION

The toIlet room foundation is normally 140 cm deep
and can be made of rocks, blockn or bricks. To
calculate the nuuber of bricks to be uned:

• Fili in the length of foundation (in)

• Fl11 in the brick length and height (in)

To calculate the quantity of cement and sand, you
first calculate the quantity of viortar per brick:

in x 0.14 in

( .... + 0.01 in) x ( .... + 0.01 in)

length height

FOUNDATION

= bricks

lerigth height uidth

(... in + - .. in) x ... in :: 0.01 in = ..... u3 moi’tar

• F111 in the quantlty of mortar per briek and the
nuinber of brieks

nior t a r
per brick

nunber of
bricks

FOUNDATIOI1

foto: eer.ent — nand mix to be used is 1 : 6; 1f’
line will be used, double the quantity of cement.

J

m3x

1/7 m3 cement

x 6/7 m3 sand

8. FLOOR

1 toilet floor made of concrete is
durable, and is easy to keep clean.
floor is 10 cm thick.

• Ca].culate the floor area (inner length) x quantity/m2
(inner width) and fl11 in this figure (ni2)

x 1.25 1n3 sand

impervious,
1 concrete

FLOOR

x 0.25 m3 cement

x 2.50 m3 gravel
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9. WALLS

The walis can be
materials. Possible— batako— burned day
— sun dried bricks,
— wood er bamboe structure with weed boards
bamboo mattlng.

note: Use readily available materials which you
can aff’ord. Traditional inaterials for walm and
roof’s may require more regular inaintenance but the
cent of repairs will probably pose less of a
financial burden than using more expensive
inaterials.

Three walm should be 180—200 cm high, the fourth
wall about 20 cm higher to create a sloping roof.
To reduoe the cents It Is possible to divide the
wall into two parts:— a ).ower part about 1.50 in high using blocl:s to
provide privacy;— an upper part, uning bamboo matting, or
open; you aan always f111 in this part at a later
date.

1f you plan to use bricks or bloclcn, calculate the
wall area to be bu~1twith brlckn.

• Fili in the wall area (n2)

• F111 in the b~-’ick length and height (m)

To calculate the quantity of cement and sand, you
first calculate the quantity of mortar per brick:

len~th height width

• Fill in the quantity of r.iortar per brick and the
nurnber of bm’icks

(.... + 0.01 in) x (.... ÷0.01 n)
len~th hei~ht

mortar nuiiber of WALLS
per brick brieks

in3 x x 1/7 m3 cemen~

u3 x x 6/7 ..... m3 sand

built from a wide
materialn are:

variety of

or

m2
WALLS

=..... brick~

(... in + ... ri) ~-c... ~ax 0.01 in = .... m3 u~ortar
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10. ROOF

The roof’ gives protection against ram and

prevents rainwater entering the toilet pan.

(t wide variety of materials are posnible for the
roof. Commonly—usedmaterials are:
— corrugated iron sheets,— asbestos cement sheets,— bamboe strips with palm thatch,
— roofing tiles,— transparent corrugated plastic sheets; these
have the particular advantageof allowing daylight
to enter.

Uost roofing materials, such as roefing tiles, and
shnets wlth small corrugation, require purlins for
support.

The roof should have an overhangof 20 om on all
sides to prevent ram entering via the ventilation
openings and entrance. length width ROOF

• Fili in the len.gth and width of the roof ( + 0.2) m x ( + 0.2) in m2
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MISCELLANEOUSITE~-1S

— Door; the door may have an air gap at the
bottom to allow for ventilation.
— Door frame (5 x 10 cm)
—
- Latch

- Haterials for a sereen 1f no door is planned

— Materials

cleansing and bathing

The required quantities for each ‘item can be
filled in en the next page and added together.

for a water container for anal

-10
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leaching pits number cement
of bricks

gravem

an3d 10, for o~c~

s and sand—loam

+

m3

pit covers . . . . . . . . . . .

pit linin.g ........

top ring . ........ ..

backfill/trenches

switch box
0.02 0.03

........
0.04

roddingpoints ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

sub—structure
+ + + -(-

TQTAL no in3 . rn3 m3

Toilet room number cement sand gravel
of brlcks

foundation . . . . .

floor ........ •••.....

wails . .•...... ........

super—struoture
+ +

• + -~-

TOTAL ...... no ..... . u3 ...... m3 ...... m3
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TOOLS

Betere you begin the construction, ensure you
possessor have accens to the necessarytoom. The
kind of toom you need partly dependa on the
building materials chosen. In any oase you need:

— tape measure
— wooden pegs
—
— strlng
— spade
— spirit level
— trowel + float
— carry bags
—

711 MATEUIALS

t

—-
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SUB—STRUCTURE

brick.s no ..... ~ Hp ....... — Hp

cement bags’ ... — ....... — —

sand m3 ..... — ....... — —

gravel m3 — ....... — —

reinforcing bars (‘0. 6 min) ...... — —

backfill m3 . — — —

“ sub—total 2 pits Hp.

pipes ml — ....... — —

waterseal trap ... ••.. — —
toilet pan ..................... — —

SUB—STRUCTURETOTAL

* A bag of cement contains 110 kg.=O.03 m3

*~ 1f you plan to pestpone the construction of the
second pit, divide this figure by 2 to estimate
the materlals cont of 1 pit.

SUPER—STRUCTURE

bricks no

cement bags’ ...

sand m3 .....

gravel in3

walls m2

ni2

door + door frame

roofing m2

purlins

......e...

..........

.I....s ...

Hp ....... — Hp

— ....... —

— ....•.. —

+

Hp.

in

SUPER-STRUCTURETOTAL

±
Hp. ...
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LEACHING PITS 77 CONSTHUCTION

CONSTRUCTIONOF THE LEACHING PITS

The leaching pits are the coi’e of’ the TLP—toilet
systein. Although they will not be visible, follow
carefully the inst-ructions and your technical
drawing (Design step 8) to ensure the pits will
not need further attention.

The construction begins with making the concrete
pit covers. The instructioris on pr-eparing concrete
explain how you make a safe and durable pit cover.
Mont important is to use the least amount of water
that still gives you a workable concrete mix.

While the covers are hardening, the pits are dug
and lined.
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LEACHING PITS 78 CONSTRUCTION

step 1: CONSTRUCTING THE PIT COVERS

MAKING THE FORHWORK

Fili in the dimensions of the pit cover (or
seotions) in the drawing above. (nee Design stop
8, page 37, 39 or 41)

1f’ you plan to use non—reinforced dome shaped
covers, divide the cover plate into sections 1f
the diameter of a circular cover, or the length of
a reotangular cover exceeds 150 cm.

a large pit cover to make It easier
Concrete weighs 21100 kg/m3; e.g. a

and 10 cm thick weighs 270 kgl

1. Choose a shady, level place which will not
interfere with other other construetion activities.

The next page,
on the left: square/rectangularpit covers,
en the right: circular pit covers.

— . — . ._I —‘

‘4

—r

You may
to lift
cover 0

divide
It up.
120 cm
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LEACHINO PITS 79 CONSTRUC’fIOH

2. Mark the corners wlth wooden pega.

3. Use stiff, straight
high for a done shaped
reinforced cover.

11. Place the boards outside the pegs and nail the
boards together. Do not drive the nails all the
way in to make it easier to remove the boards.

5. Remove the pegs and secure the formwork at the
outside with enough pegs te prevent defermation.
Set the pegs below the formwork to make screeing
easier.

3. Trace the circie and mark the cover perimeter
with pegs well secured into the ground. tise enough
pegs no the perimeter is well defined.

11. Use flexible wooden strips (e.g. triplex) for
the fornwork, 5 cm high for a done shaped cover,
10 cm high for a reinforced cover.

5. Place the strips at the inside of the pegs. Set
the pegs below the form to make screeing easier.

ii
t!

Rectangular pit covers: Circular pit covers:

boards for the tom, 5 cm
cover, 10 cm high for a

2. Mark
and f ix
diameter

the centre of the cover with a
a oord half the length of

to the central peg.

woeden peg
the cover
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1f you had chosen reinforced covers, continue Making the dome
with the next page ‘preparing reinforcing bars’.

1. Form a done with tamped earth sloping gently
away to the edge of the forinwork until level wlth
the surrounding earth.

The derne should be 10 — 15 cm high at the centre;
a square/rectangular dome has a ridge along the
length.

2. Lay woeden strips aleng the forinwerk where the
cover will be placed on the pit lining to ensure a
smooth surface fer sealing.
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Preparing reinforcing bars (re—bara) PREPARING THE CONCRETE

1. Brush the me-bars with a stif’f wire brush no Befere you begin make sure that:
they are clean and free of loose scales and rust.

— the cement is a free—flowing powder. Do riot use
2. Asseinbie the re—bars inside the f’ormwork to cement containing lumps that cannot be pulverized
ensure a goed fit. between thumb and finger. A few lumps can be

removed.
3. Arrange the re—bars in a straight and square
grid pattemn of 15 cm; leave a gap of about 3 cm — the sand and gravel are clean: free from loam,
betweenthe formwork and re—bars. day and vegetable matter. The size of gravel

should not exceed 1/3 of the cover thickness.
4. Tie all interseetions with thin whire.

— the water is clean: free from oil, alkali or
5. Te increase the length of a re—bar, you can tie ac~d.Water fit to drink is suitable to use.
two re—bai-s onto another with an overlap of at
least 15 cm.
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The water : cement ratio controls the strength,
durability and watertlghtnensof the concrete.
Keeping the volume of water to the minimum
required will assuregoed quality concrete.

1-lost sand contains a surprining anount of water.
To add the correct anount of water te the mix, do
a simple tent.

Press some zand together in your hand and open it
again: -

• if It falis apart and doen not leave noisture on
your hand, the sand is damp:
— use 3 buckets of water to II buckets of cement.

• 1f It forms a bali holding its shapeand\eaves
a little moisture on your hand, the zand is wet:
— use 2.5 buckets of water te 11 buckets of cement.

• 1f it sparkles and wet-s your hand, the zand in
very wet:
— use 2 buckets of water to 1~ buckets of cement.

l’lrite down the water : cement ratio .. : ii.

note: the quantity of cement, zand and gravel can
be ascertained from ‘flaterials’, page 61.
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MIXING THE CONCRETE

1. Prepare a mixing slab with a clean, watertight
surface. You can use a plastic sheet, or a woeden
board.

2. Measure the required amounts of cement,
gravel and water. Use the name bucket to get
right preportions.

3. Spread the measured amount of sand on the
slab and spread the cementevenly over It.

4. Mix the two materials thoroughly with a shovel
until they are a uniform colour.

5. Spread this mix out evenly and spread the
gravel on it. !lix thoroughly again.

Form a hollow in the material and slowly add
measuredquantity of water, mixing after each

7. Continue inixing until cement paste completely
covers every particle of the gravel.

8. The mix should be smooth and plastic. Neither
so wet that it runs, nor zo ntiff’ that it
crumbies. 1f the mix is toe wet, add small amounts
of sand and gravel in proper proportion (2:3).

9. Pour the wet concrete Into the formwork
immediately after mixing. Do not let it stand.

6.
the
additien.

sand,
the
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POURING THE CONCRETE INTO THE FORMWORK

1. Lay sheets of plastic or paper (e.g cement
bags) In the formwork and over the edges to ease
the removal of the forwwork after curing.

2. Pour the mix evenly around the formwork where
It Is to be uned. Do not drop It from a heigth
greater than one meter as It may spoll the mix.

3. Work the mix into place and make zure the
concrete fills completely in against the form.
Concrete that- flowa out en it-s own is toe wet and
therefore weak. ‘ -

11. Compact the concrete with a thin bar no there
will be no air holes, whlch would leave weak spots
in the concrete.

1f’ reinforcement is used: after a first layer of’
about 3 cm, position the reinforcement and
continue with peuring the rest of the concrete.
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5. Once the concrete begins to harden
finish the surface with a woeden float
somewhat rough texture. This will
smooth, slippery surface.

slightly,
to give a
prevent a

CURING OF THE CONCRETE

The curing period must be at least 7 days. Keep
the concrete centinuously damp and shaded during
this period. Once the concrete dries It will stop
hardening.

1. Cover the concrete with e.g. empty cement bags,
burlap, plastic, palm or banana leaves, er sarid.

2. Keep the covering wet zo It will not absorb
water from the concrete.

While the covers are hardening, the pits can be
dug and lined.
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step 2:

II

MARKING AND EXCAVATING THE PITS

t. ~-~—-~
— —

the location of the pits, uslng a
Peg out the dimensiona, ineluding

2. Mark the inlet of the pipe leading to the
switoh box.

3. Clear the area of’ any vegetation that might
hinder the excavatlon.

11. Run a st-ring or chalk ground—line between the
pegs.

Exoavating

1. Bef’ore you begin digging, double check the
dimension and the locatlon of the pit: distance to
the nearest well, f’oundations and toilet room.

2. Exoavate the pits as defined by the pegs.

3. Remove the earth well away from the plts. Also
keep tools and other object-s away from the edge of’
the pit.

11. Pits inlght cave in, especially while you are
getting in or out of the pit. Something to step en
(e.g. a box) will make It easier te get out of the
pit without damaging the pit walls.

1

1

—

Harking

1. Determine
measuring tape.
the backfill.
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8. Scratch the sides of the excavated pit with a
sharp stick to expose a natural soli surface. Clay
soils in particular easily get a smeared or
polished finish from the action of the shovel
whlch reduces the ieaching capacity of the zeil.

9. Tamp the earth of the bottom of the pit and
ferm a level foundation for the lining.

note: Cover the pit (e.g. with wooden boards and
plastic) when you stop working to prevent.
accidents and to keep the pit dry.

5. Look
endanger
another
building

out for old roet channe].s. They
the well drinking water supply.

locatiori or ask advice from the
information centre.

could
Choose

local

6. Whiie digging, cornpare the soli type and colour
with the soil and groundwater data on which you
based the pit design.(see Design step 10, page 51)
Make adjustments if necessary.

7. When tiie required depth has been reached,
ensuj’e the pit bas the correct size and the walis
are vertical, uning a string and pebble.
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~ (v

step 3: LINING THE PIT WALLS

1f you have
with page
f’oundatlon.

chosen a bamboe pit lining, continue
91; bamboe lined pits do not need a

J~. Prepare the mortar with a volume ratio of:
cement—zand 1:6 er lime—sand 1:3.

5. Check that the bricks are level, using a spirit
level.

Founda tien

1. Ensure a level, firrn base for the foundatlon.
6. !-lortar the vertical joints and the f’oundation
is ready.

2. Peg out
20 cmor5O
the baokfill used.

note: You prepare
except you do net
volume of water
ingredi.ents In the
good to read again

mortar the name way as cohcrete,
add gravel to the mix. Keep the

to a minimium and use clean
correct proportieri. It mlght be
the instructions on concrete.

88

.-

the lining on the bottom of’ the pit:
cm from the pit wall, depending on

3. Lay the first courne of bricks loosely without
mortar, spaced with regular joints of one cm.
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L1z’ic1:~ayir~. is a

1. ï~i’usii ios~ and dust froi~ the bricks u~iin~a
i~oist brunh.

2. Dii) po~-ousbriel:s in uater for about 2 ~ninutes
and iu~iediateiy after this, use the brick.

3. For rectanLular pit~, begin layin~bricks at
the corners workiri~ up to a few (Ii to 5) courses.
Tiren you have e::Lr-er~epoints betweenwhich you can
ct~’etch a line to g~vea1i~nr~entand height for
the in—between bric~zs.

14~ Throi~a i~oi-tarbed for one brick and npread it
evenly out cover-ina the sur-face of the br.Lck(n).

1)i’ec~se eraft.

5. Position
downwards and
the tro~iel. Do
line, you will

the briek with a slight pressure
tap it once with the handje end of
not hit heavily to ~et the bi-lok ~n
weaken the bond.

The ovei-lap wlth the loirer course should bo at
least 1/14 of the brick lenLth. The joint-s should

be about 1 cu thick.

6. Cut off excessraortar- to a flush joint-.

7. Do not dist-urb a brick after It is !aid in
final pos~t:on. It i:~il brealz the bond bet~.je~rithe
bi’ic1~ and the mortar.

3. Uori: caL-efully to ensure ~tronL bricki-ioi-k:
— l:eep jo~nt-s uniform (about 1 cn)
— chec!: re~uiariy that the briokwork is piuL~uarici
level usinc a sr)lrit level. -
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Lining to the top ring

1. Lay the next coursen of brioks, each brick
overlapping the jointn of’ the lower course.

Blocks are laid on edge (to save on blocks) as
long as the pit lining is about 10 cm thick.

2. Leave all vertical joints open;
the openings is 5 — 10 cm. But the
brick with the lower course should
1/11 of the brick length.

3. As the lining is built up, insert the
loozely compact-ed between the brickwork
edge of the excavation.

i~• Check regularly that- the brickwork is plurab and
level.

When you have reached the inlet level of the pipe,
the top ring can be laid.

backfiil
and the

the width of
overlap of’ a
be at least

1f’ the pit
reduce the
building to

is near the foundation of a building,
width of the openings nearest to . the

a maximum of’ 1 cm.
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1. Key the brickn of the dividing wall ~.nto the
perimeter wall.

2. Mortar the vertical joints in the dividing
wall; these joints are reduced to norrnal width.

3. Insert compacted day or a cement stabilized
soli mix (1:10) at both ends of the dividing wall
to separate the backfill of the two compartments.

Bamboo lined pit wails.

1. Coat both sides of the bamboe matting w~th
bituren.

2. Place the barnboo cilinder and
backfill loosely compact-ed between
matting and the edge of the exeavation.

‘- — -

~__J ‘:~.

For combined
described for

pita, fellow the procedure
separatepits. In addition:

as

insert the
the bamboo
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Top ring

All pit linings, also bamboe lined
soild top ring of’ about 30 — 110 cm
use a cemerit—sand mix (1:6) or a
(1:3).

pits, need a
high. Again,

lime—sand mix

3. Plaster the top courses te make t-hem watertight.
Use a cement—zand mix (14:1).

II. Plaster the top of the ring to ensure a goed
fit with the pit cover.

1. Reduce the verticaj. jeints ot the next öourses

to normal width and seal t-hem throughout.

2. Leave space for the inlet pipe.

-

~,,1~
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In the case of raised pits, enciose
with an eart-h wall 150 cm around.

the pit lining

5. Insert backfIll around the top ring. You can
use compact-ed day er a cement stabilized soli mix
in the proportion of 1:10. This is to prevent
rainwat-er entering the pit via the backfill.

In the case of combined pits, also plaster the
dividing wall.

s..4_
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CONSTRUCTION OF PIT TO TOILET PAN CONNECTION

A carefully coristructed conriection between the
toilet pan and the leaching pit-s will reduce the
risk of blockage and saves you the trouble of
subsequent c].earing.

Cover the pit-s temporarily with wooden boards and
plastic to prevent accidents and to keep the pit-s
di’y.
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step 14: EXCAVATING THE CONNECTIONS

1. Peg the position of the switch box and toilet
pan, using a measuring tape.

2. Excavate pipe trenches with a minimum slope of
1:50 (i.e. 2 cm per meter) going up from the pit
Inlets, via the switoh box position, to the
toilet pan location.

3. Dig a hole 140 x 140 x 110 cm where the switch box
has been marked. Uhere the pipe trenches make
sharp curves, dig helen for the construction of’
redding pelnts.

3. flemove sharpobjects, such as stones, from the
bedding of the t-renches.

II. Lay the pipes and trap provisionally
correct position:

— wlth a slope of at least 1:50,

in the

— the pipe inlet to the pit projecting at least
10 om into the pit,

— the pipe inlets to the switch box projectirig
about 10 cm into the hele,

— the waterseal trap is at least 20 cm away from
the innide of’ the toilet wall.

~r1
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step 5:

The switch box is
connecting the pipes
trenches are formed
before pouring the
removed after curing.

a solid piece of concrete
with open t-renches. The

with three blocks inserted
concrete. The blocks are

3. Take 3 blocks equal in size to the diameter
the pipe or slightly larger. Wrap the blocks
plastic er paper.

11. Position each block In the direction of a pipe,
blocking the inlet- no concrete cannot enter.

The const-ruction of’ redding pointa is sirnilar to
the construction of the switch box.

5. Fl11 up the hole with concrete
level with the t-op of the blocks.

until being

1. Ensure that: the depth of the hele is at least
5 cm deeper than the botten of the pipes; the
pipes project about 10 cm inside the hele for the
switch box; the distance between the pipes is
enough to place the three blocks.

2. Pour a layer of concrete (1:2:14) in the hole
until it is flush with the bot-tom of the pipes.

6. Preparea formwork for the cover of the switch
box, and fl11 It with concrete. You may also wie a
the as cover.

Whlle the switch box is curing, you can make the
toilet foundation, mort-ar the pipes and place the
pit covers.

CONSTRUCTING THE SWITCH BOX
of
in
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step 6:

1. Peg out the toilet room foundation and excavate
a trench about ~1O cm wide and 110 co belew the
proposed toilet f loer level.

2. Tamp the earth of the bottorn of the trench to a
level and firm base for the foundation.

3. Lay loosely the first course of brickz, spaced
with regular joint-s.

II. Ensure the bricks are level, using a spirit
level.

cenent—sand

6. Mortar the next courses overlapping the joint-s
of the lower course; leave space for the pipe.

7. The firia]. course of brieks must reach at leant
15 cm above ground level.

CONSTRUCTINGTHE TOILET FOUNDATION

5. Mortar the vertical joint-s with a
mix (1:6) or lime—sand mix (1:3).
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step 7:. CONNNECTING THE PIPES AND TRAP

99

The pipes cennecting the pits with the toilet can
new be fixed. Use a cement—zand mix of 1:1.

1. t-lortar the joints of the pipes beginning from
the zwit-eb box.

2. Ilortar the pipe inlet to the pit and plaster It
to make sure It is watert-ight and airtlght.

3. Check the position of the waterseal trap:
— at least 20 cm away from the inside of the
toilet wall,
— ensurea proper wat-erseaj.wlth a spirit level.

11. Having fixed the correct position of the trap:
— place a brick under the trap for support,
— znortar the t-rap to the pipe,
— ernbed the trap in sand or weak mortar.

5. To cheek all the joints: remove the bloeks from
the nwitch box, and throw a bucket of water
through the trap. 1f there are leaks, seal the
joints wit-h extra mortar.

the pipe trenches, and tamp the earth
gently to avoid harming the mortar
backfill material should be free of

6. Backfill
firmly but
seals. The
stones.
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step 8: FINISHING THE PITS

The fermwork can be removed from the pit
after a minimum of’ 7 days. A brickwork
should have hardenedfor at least 3 days.

1. Reciove the forinwork and check the covers for
cracks, exposed reinf’orcement, or damage to the
edges.

2. Test the strength of each cover:

— place four blocks under the edge of the cover.
— check that all blocks touch the cover.
— stand on It with as many aduits as posaible.
— 1f the cover can bear this bad, it is well
made and aan be placed.

6. Place the cover over the pit wit-hout removing
the mortar.

7. Seal the joint between pit cover and top ring
and, if applicable, the joints between cover
sectiona, to make It- watertight and airtight.

covers
lining

Plaoing the pit covers

3. Remove any scrap material from the pit, such as
surplus mortar.

ii. Brush the top ring clean of sand and dust.

5. Apply a
out over the
or lime—sand

thin layer of mortar, evenly spread
top ring; use a cement—sandmix (1:6)
mix (1:3).
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1f’ trenohes are planned to provide extra leaching
surface:

1. Dig trenches 25 cci wide and 25 cm below the
].ower edge of the top ring. The length of trenches
aan be asoertained from your teobnioal drawing,
Design step 8, page 37, 39 er ~11.

2. Soratch the botten and sldes of the trench with
a sharp stick to exposea natura]. soli surface.

Finishing the top surface around the pit covers

Use a cementstabilized sand or soil mix (1:10) to
finish the top surface areund the pit cover. This
layer is 10 cm thick and slopen away from the pit
cover to prevent ram and storciwat-er from ent-ering
the pit.

3. Insert gravel boosely compacted up to the bower
edge of the top ring.

11. Cover the gravel with building paper or plastic
sheets (to prevent- the topseil moving into the
gravel) and backfibl the trenches with compaated
day or cement stabilized soli mix (1:10).

-1’
25cm
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step 9: FINISHING THE SWITCH BOX

3. Seal
ernbedded
sand mix

one of
in a weak
(1:3).

2. When the plast-er Is dry throw a bucket of water
through the pan to check that a smooth flow occurs
and no stagnant wat-er remainn in the switch box.

11. Mertar the cover over the swit-ch box
weak mortar placed all around the edge of
Make zure no mort-ar falla into the box,
off the pipe inlets by rnistake.

1. Plast-er the inside of the box to get a
surface with a slight- slope towards the pit.

smooth
the pipe inlets with a br~ek,
cernent—sand mix (1:6) or line—

with a
the box.
zeal ing
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step 10: CONSTRUCTINGTHE TOILET FLOOR

1. Place the toilet pan provisionally into the
trap. t-Iake zure the pan fits freely into the trap
and Is level with the foundation.

5. Appiy a cement—zand mix (1:1) against the inner
surface of the waterseal trap and press the toilet
pan in position, firmly embeddedin the backfill
and the fboor.

2. Place a 10 cm backfill of sand or weak mortar
under the toilet pan.

3. Pour a first bayer of concrete (1:6:12) 7.5 om
t-hlck, i.e. about- 2 cm under the top of the
feunctation.

II. Pour a second layer of concrete (1:2:11) 2 cm
thick and perfectly flush.

6. Check that the toilet pan
wlth the fboor. Fi~i~hthe
float er brush to give the
rough text-ure.

In level and is flush -~
fboor with a woeden
surface a nlightly

7. Leave the floor to dry out for 2 days, until
all moisture has disappeared.
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8. Lay a brick wall on the foundation to 110 cm
above the toilet floor; leave a drainhole in the
first ceurse of the brickwork.

9. Prepare a
wooden or steel
— the exterior
ram daniage
— the toilet fboor, with a elight slope towarda
the drainhole, and the interior wails to provide
an easily cleaned interior.

White cement wlth coloured marble chips gives an

attract-ive finish. The toilet fboor and bower walls are now ready.

You oan bu.ild the rest of the toilet roem.

cement—zand mix (14:1) and using a
float, plaater:
of the walla to proteot against
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